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1434 Roundup of the week's news

### IN DEPTH

1436 U.S. FUSION EFFORT MELTS DOWN
Scientific community battles with its federal office *By A. Cho*

1437 SCIENCE AGENCIES MAKE GAINS DESPITE TIGHT U.S. BUDGET
NASA, NSF among 2015 winners in difficult year *By J. Mervis and D. Malakoff*

1439 THE THOROUGHLY BRED HORSE
Genomes from ancient horses show the genetic changes wrought by domestication—and their costs *By A. Gibbons*

1440 COSTA RICA’S BIODIVERSITY INSTITUTE FACES FINANCIAL CRISIS
New government rethinks plans to take over INBio’s money-losing theme park *By L. Wade*

1441 AMBITIOUS CHILDREN’S STUDY MEETS DISAPPOINTING END
After 14 years and $1.2 billion spent, design and management troubles topple National Children’s Study *By J. Kaiser*

## INSIGHTS

### PERSPECTIVES

1452 FIXING PROBLEMS WITH CELL LINES
Technologies and policies can improve authentication *By J. R. Lorsch et al.*

1454 RETROVIRAL HELP FOR B CELLS
Silent retroviruses present in the human genome help B cells launch a rapid response to pathogenic antigens *By E. K. Grasset and A. Cerutti*

1455 WHAT I CANNOT CREATE, I DO NOT UNDERSTAND
A designed protein transports ions across a membrane *By A. N. Lupas*

1456 MORE THAN FINE TUNING
Local electric fields accelerate an enzymatic reaction *By P. Hildebrandt*

1458 FOR PEDIATRIC GLIOMA, LEAVE NO HISTONE UNTURNED
Examining histone mutations points to possible therapies for a lethal brain tumor *By O. J. Becher and R. J. Wechsler-Reya*

1459 MALICIOUS EXOSOMES
Nanovesicles derived from cells of cancer patients carry microRNAs that initiate tumor growth in normal cells *By E. Anastasiadou and F. J. Slack*

1461 PROJECTING REGIONAL CHANGE
How accurate are regional projections of climate change derived from downscaling global climate model results? *By A. Hall*

### BOOKS ET AL.

1463 THE DIGITAL EINSTEIN PAPERS
Reviewed by A. Robinson

1464 WORKING STIFF
*By J. Melinek and T. J. Mitchell,* reviewed by Y. Nusinovich

1466 INTERSTELLAR
C. Nolan, director; reviewed by S. Hameed
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### ON THE COVER

A photo-illustration shows the Philae probe drifting toward comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. A landing mishap limited Philae’s scientific harvest, but its parent spacecraft, Rosetta, is giving researchers their first close-up view of a comet as the sun warms and reshapes it. See Breakthrough of the Year page 1442. Lander: © ESA/Rosetta/MPG for OSIRIS Team MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA; Comet 67P: © ESA/Rosetta/Philae/ROLIS/DLR
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